The Ronald L. Fick Book Award Ceremony
Award Recipients – Fall 2016

Advanced Trial Practice – Adjunct Professor Metcalfe
Julianna Battenfield

Business Structures and Agency – Assistant Professor Griffin
Noah DiPasquale

Case Studies in the Development and Implementations of National Legal Policy –
Distinguished Professor Ashcroft and Professor Stern
Paul Adams

Civil Procedure I – Professor Duane
Rebecca Garcia

Civil Procedure I – Professor Madison
Ashleigh Tuttle

Constitutional Law I – Assistant Professor Dysart (2 sections)
Audrey Lynn
Jeffrey Sodoma

Constitutional Law I – Associate Professor Jacob
Bryan Peeples

Contracts I – Professor Folsom
Ashleigh Tuttle

Contracts I – Associate Dean Gantt
Rebecca Garcia

Criminal Law – Professor Stern
Bryan Peeples

Employment Law – Adjunct Professor Rasnic
Jennifer Gebler

Environmental Law – Adjunct Professor Bryant
Crystal Lineberry

Evidence – Professor Duane
Blaine Hutchison
Evidence – Professor Hensler
    Patrick Hanigan

Federal Courts – Professor Stern
    Jennifer Gebler

Foundations of Law – Dean Hernandez
    Rebecca Garcia

Foundations of Law – Associate Professor Jacob
    Katlyn Herald

Immigration Law and Procedure – Adjunct Professor Valverde
    Lauren Stroyeck

Individual Federal Income Tax – Assistant Professor Griffin
    Daniel Rouleau

International and Comparative Human Rights – Professor Brauch
    Lauren Stroyeck

International Law – Lecturer Walton
    Pamela Dodge

Legal Analysis, Research, and Writing I – Associate Professor Boland
    Ashleigh Tuttle

Legal Analysis, Research, and Writing I – Principal Lecturer Kirkland
    Abigail Wenger

Legal Analysis, Research, and Writing I – Assistant Dean Van Essendelft
    Rebecca Garcia

Negotiable Instruments / Payment Systems – Associate Professor Whittico
    Michael Tiefenback

Negotiations – Professor DeGroff
    Krista Sheets

Negotiations – Adjunct Professor Pfeiffer
    Debra Stieglitz

Non-Profit, Tax Exempt Organizations – Associate Professor Jacob
    Sarah Child

Professional Responsibility – Associate Dean Gantt
    Nevin Beiler

Property I – Professor DeGroff
    Daniel Stephens
Race and the Law – Associate Professor Whittico
   Venecia Patterson

Remedies – Judge Lannetti
   Michael Tiefenback

The Resurgent Role of Legal History in Modern Judicial Decision-Making – Justice Kelsey
   Christopher Holinger

Sales – Lecturer Walton
   Chad Schneider

State Civil Pretrial Practice and Procedure – Professor Madison
   Lauren Stroyeck

Torts I – Professor Brauch
   Cody Goings

Torts I – Professor Hensler
   Daniel Stephens

Trial Practice – Judge Humphreys
   Alexxa Pritchett

Wills, Trusts, and Estates – Associate Dean Kohm
   Zachary Jones